An M-dwarf star in the transition disk of Herbig HD 142527
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ABSTRACT

Aims. HD 142527A is one of the most studied Herbig Ae/Be stars with a transitional disk, as it has the largest imaged gap in any protoplanetary disk: the gas is cleared from 30 to 90 AU. The HD 142527 system is also unique in that it has a stellar companion with a small mass compared to the mass of the primary star. This factor of \( \approx 20 \) in mass ratio between the two objects makes this binary system different from any other YSO. The HD142527 system could therefore provide a valuable test bed for understanding the impact of a lower mass companion on disk structure. This low-mass stellar object may be responsible for both the gap and dust trapping observed by ALMA at longer distances.

Methods. We observed this system with the NACO and GPI instruments using the aperture masking technique. Aperture masking is ideal for providing high dynamic range even at very small angular separations. We present the spectral energy distribution (SED) for HD 142527A and B. Brightness of the companion is now known from the \( R \) band up to the \( \mu \) band. We also followed the orbital motion of HD 142527B over a period of more than two years.

Results. The SED of the companion is compatible with a \( T = 3000 \pm 100 \) K object in addition to a 1700 K blackbody environment (likely a circum-secondary disk). From evolution models, we find that it is compatible with an object of mass \( 0.13 \pm 0.03 \, M_\odot \), radius \( 0.90 \pm 0.15 \, R_\odot \), and age \( 10^{+2}_{-1.5} \) Myr. This age is significantly younger than the age previously estimated for HD 142527A. Computations to constrain the orbital parameters found a semimajor axis of \( 140_{-60}^{+130} \) mas, an eccentricity of \( 0.5 \pm 0.2 \), an inclination of \( 125 \pm 15 \) degrees, and a position angle of the right ascending node of \( -5 \pm 40 \) degrees. Inclination and position angle of the ascending node are in agreement with an orbit coplanar with the inner disk, not coplanar with the outer disk. Despite its high eccentricity, it is unlikely that HD 142527B is responsible for truncating the inner edge of the outer disk.
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1. Introduction

During the process of planet formation and disk dissipation, protoplanetary disks begin in an optically thick state with significant emission at infrared wavelengths. As the disks clear out, they pass through an intermediate transitional stage marked by a drop in near- or mid-infrared (IR) emission that indicates the presence of an annular disk gap. These gaps can form through several mechanisms, such as photoevaporation, truncation due to a binary companion, or the presence of a forming planet. This last pathway has led to transitional disks being the subject of close study, as they may provide valuable insights into the planet formation process.

HD 142527A, a young stellar object (YSO), is one of the most studied Herbig Ae/Be stars with a transitional disk. With dust and some gases cleared from 30 to 90 AU, it has the largest imaged gap in any protoplanetary disk. According to Mendigutía et al. (2014), the age, distance, and mass for this star are \( 5 \pm 1.5 \) Myr, \( 140 \pm 20 \) pc and \( 2.0 \pm 0.3 \, M_\odot \), respectively. Biller et al. (2012) discovered a low-mass stellar companion (\( 0.2 \, M_\odot \)) at \( \approx 12 \) AU from the star within the gap. This companion was confirmed in the \( R \) band by Close et al. (2014). Eccentric orbit or not, it may have played a vital role in carving the large gap in this system.

HD 142527A is also notable for its diversity of disk structure. Recent imaging with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) of the outer disk (Casassus et al. 2013, 2015b) reveals large asymmetrical structures composed of millimeter-size grains (similar to the rare horseshoe structure also seen around the young Herbig star WLY 2-48 by van der Marel et al. 2013). These structures are thought to be signposts of density variations possibly caused by planetary formation (Williams & Cieza 2011). Scattering of the stellar light in the near-infrared also reveals structures at the surface of the outer disk (Avenhaus et al. 2014).

The HD 142527 system provides a valuable test bed for understanding the impact of a lower mass companion on disk structure. As opposed to other young stellar binaries, which generally have nearly equal masses, the HD 142527 system has a more extreme mass ratio (a factor of \( \approx 20 \)). Thus, we can study in situ the effects of this companion, which may be responsible for both the gap and dust trapping observed further out in this disk. However, initial constraints on the mass and other properties of the companion are still vague and at its present apparent separation it does not appear to be responsible for clearing the large disk gap. Many studies have invoked the possibility of forming giant planets on wide orbits exterior to the companion, making HD 142527

Fig. 1. SAM K band dataset. The phase and amplitude in the Fourier domain are represented by the size and color of the open circles. The units are normalized visibility for the amplitudes (left panel) and degrees for the phases (right panel). The color continuum below the data point are obtained by fitting Zernike polynomials to the data. The diagonal stripes observed on the continuum are an artifact of the technique (Thibault 2008).

Fig. 2. SAM K band image reconstruction generated using the MIRA reconstruction software (Thibault 2008).

Table 1. Observations and contrast ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Spectral Band</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Δmag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MagAO$^T$</td>
<td>Hα cont</td>
<td>11 April 2013</td>
<td>7.5 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPI$^T$ (Imaging)</td>
<td>Y Band</td>
<td>25 April 2014</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>J Band</td>
<td>17 March 2013</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>H Band</td>
<td>12 May 2014</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>K$^T$ Band</td>
<td>11 March 2012</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>L$^T$ Band</td>
<td>17 March 2013</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>M$^T$ Band</td>
<td>17 March 2013</td>
<td>5.77 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>L$^T$ Band</td>
<td>14 July 2013</td>
<td>5.80 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References. (1) Close et al. (2014); (2) Rodigas et al. (2014)

We observed HD142527 with two instruments: NACO at the VLT, and the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) on the Gemini South telescope. Both instruments are equipped with NRM masks. We used a 7-hole on NACO (Tuthill et al. 2010) and the 10-hole on GPI (Greenbaum et al. 2014).}

New NACO data were obtained in March 2013 and July 2013. All NACO data were reduced with the SAMP pipeline (Lacour et al. 2011). The two calibrators HD 142695 and HD 144350 were interleaved with the observations. We reanalyzed the March 2012 NACO data from Biller et al. (2012) to remove HD 142384 as a calibrator, which turned out to be a close binary system (Le Bouquin 2014). The new reduction also benefits from recent updates to the SAMP pipeline to include a post-processing atmospheric dispersion corrector.

The GPI data were obtained in May 2014 in the J band. Calibrator HD142695 was observed immediately afterward to remove instrumental effects. The GPI data reduction pipeline (Perrin et al. 2014 and references therein) was used to extract images in 37 wavelength channels, of which 17 are expected to be independent. Measured uncertainties were scaled to take this effect into account. The GPI pipeline corrects for flexure, bad pixels, and distortion in the two-dimensional (2D) frame. Argon lamp arcs taken right before the observations were used to calibrate wavelength and correct for shifts in position of microspectra due to flexure (Wolff et al. 2014). The data were dark subtracted and assembled into data cubes. The data cubes were then processed using the aperture masking pipeline developed at Sydney University with the closure phases and visibilities measured in different wavelength channels treated independently. These data were fit with a three-parameter binary model (sepa-

an exciting target for direct imaging observations. Constraining the mass and orbital parameters of the low-mass companion is vital to determining the origin of the observed disk gap.

We have been conducting ongoing orbital monitoring to constrain the companion properties. This paper reports multiple aperture masking observations of HD142527B. The interferometric nature of the technique permits precise measurements of the contrast ratio and separation, even though the companion lies at the diffraction limit of the telescope. In Section 2, we present the new sparse aperture masking (SAM) observations. In Section 3, we review the basic parameters of HD142527A. In Section 4, we report and discuss the SED of the companion from visible to mid-infrared (5 μm) light. In Section 5, we present the orbital parameters of the companion. In Section 6, we discuss the results.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Principle

Nonredundant aperture masking (NRM), also called sparse aperture masking (SAM) allows a single aperture telescope to be used as a Fizeau interferometer. This is accomplished by dividing the aperture of the telescope into multiple subapertures using a mask in the pupil plane of the telescope, then allowing light from the subapertures to interfere. The point spread function (PSF) is thus transformed into a pattern made of multiple fringes. Measuring the amplitude and phase of these fringes allows us to retrieve information to the diffraction limit of the telescope and beyond. The use of closure phases with SAM also enables high contrast capability, as closure phases are an estimator robust to atmospheric and optical aberrations (Knox 1976).

2.2. Datasets and image reconstruction

We observed HD142527 with two instruments: NACO at the VLT, and the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) on the Gemini South telescope. Both instruments are equipped with NRM masks. We used a 7-hole on NACO (Tuthill et al. 2010) and the 10-hole on GPI (Greenbaum et al. 2014).

New NACO data were obtained in March 2013 and July 2013. All NACO data were reduced with the SAMP pipeline (Lacour et al. 2011). The two calibrators HD 142695 and HD 144350 were interleaved with the observations. We reanalyzed the March 2012 NACO data from Biller et al. (2012) to remove HD 142384 as a calibrator, which turned out to be a close binary system (Le Bouquin 2014). The new reduction also benefits from recent updates to the SAMP pipeline to include a post-processing atmospheric dispersion corrector.

The GPI data were obtained in May 2014 in the J band. Calibrator HD142695 was observed immediately afterward to remove instrumental effects. The GPI data reduction pipeline (Perrin et al. 2014 and references therein) was used to extract images in 37 wavelength channels, of which 17 are expected to be independent. Measured uncertainties were scaled to take this effect into account. The GPI pipeline corrects for flexure, bad pixels, and distortion in the two-dimensional (2D) frame. Argon lamp arcs taken right before the observations were used to calibrate wavelength and correct for shifts in position of microspectra due to flexure (Wolff et al. 2014). The data were dark subtracted and assembled into data cubes. The data cubes were then processed using the aperture masking pipeline developed at Sydney University with the closure phases and visibilities measured in different wavelength channels treated independently. These data were fit with a three-parameter binary model (sepa-
ration, position angle, and contrast ratio), with the contrast ratio assumed to be constant across the wavelength channels.

To illustrate the typical data produced by NRM, the Ks band data obtained in July 2013 are presented in Fig 1. The $u$-$v$ frequency domain is limited by the diameter of the 8-meter telescope. The amplitudes (visibilities) are normalized by the contrast observed on the calibrators. The right panel shows the phase derived from the closure phase. The closure phase to phase relation was established by singular value decomposition of the closure phase-to-phase matrix. Missing phase parameters (piston, tip, tilt, etc...) are set to zero.

We used closure phases and amplitudes to reconstruct a high resolution deconvolved image with the MIRA software (Thiébaut 2008). The resulting high resolution deconvolved image is shown for the July 2013 Ks band dataset in Fig 2. We performed the image synthesis using a nonparametric least-squares modeling technique over the amplitudes and closure phases, and adding a regularization term called “}$\nu$smooth” ($\ell_2 - \ell_1$ smoothness constraint). A point-source model image was used as seed for the image reconstruction. We found that the companion detection is robust to different regularization methods.

2.3. Companion fitting

Parameters describing the companion were extracted through model fitting to the closure phase data only, discarding the visibilities. At each epoch of observation, a single position was simultaneously fitted to all spectral bands to better constrain the flux ratio at long wavelengths. The model fitted to the closure phase is the following:

$$CP(u, v, \lambda) = \arg [1 + \rho_1 \exp(2i\pi(\alpha \cdot u)/\lambda)] 
+ \arg [1 + \rho_2 \exp(2i\pi(\alpha \cdot v)/\lambda)] 
+ \arg [1 + \rho_3 \exp(-2i\pi(\alpha \cdot (u + v))/\lambda)]$$

(1)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength, and $(u, v)$ the two baseline-vectors that compose the closure phase triangle. The free parameters of the fit are: i) the separation vector $\alpha$ and ii) $\rho_1$, the flux of the secondary with respect to the primary. The separation $\alpha$ is wavelength independent, but the flux of the secondary depends on the filter bandpass (from J band to $M'$ band). This procedure helps mitigate the problem of limited angular resolution at longer wavelengths.

The best solution for $\alpha$ is achieved by taking the minimum value of the 2D $\chi^2$ map. The map is obtained by regression over the free parameters $\rho_1$. The map is then normalized to a reduced $\chi^2$ of one, and the three sigma errors are determined from the area below which the reduced $\chi^2$ is less than 10. An example of such a map is given in the central panel of Fig 1 in [Biller et al. 2012].

Finally, we determined the flux ratio for each filter, $\rho_1$, adopting the position (including its error) obtained at each epoch. The flux ratios between the central star (including the unresolved part of the inner disk) and the companion are presented in Table 1. Unless stated otherwise, errors mentioned in this paper are 1 sigma.

3. HD142527A

3.1. Distance, age, and mass

We adopt a distance of 140 $\pm$ 20 pc based on the arguments made by [Mendigutía et al. 2014], namely that the star is near the Lupus IV cloud, and shares the proper motion and radial velocity of neighboring Sco-Cen stars (e.g., [Preibisch & Mamajek 2006]). The proper motion of the star ($\mu_\alpha = -17.2$ mas/yr, $\mu_\delta = -18.0$ mas/yr ; [van Leeuwen 2007]) is similar to that of overall proper motion of stars associated with the Lupus clouds ($\mu_\alpha = -16.0$ mas/yr, $\mu_\delta = -21.7$ mas/yr ; Galli et al. 2013). The star is likely to be co-distant with either the Lupus clouds (Galli et al. 2013) or Upper Cen-Lup subgroup of Sco-Cen (~142 pc de Zeeuw et al. 1999), which surrounds the Lupus clouds.

[Mendigutía et al. 2014] used an X-Shooter spectrum to constrain the temperature and the Yi et al. (2001) tracks to estimate the age and mass of HD142527A. These do provide a dense grid of tracks for masses of ~2 $M_\odot$. However evolution models can be prone to systematic error in age and mass, especially for young stars. Therefore, we run the star parameters through different isochrone pre-main-sequence track models. When we adopt the $T_{eff} = 6550 \pm 100$ K and luminosity $L = 16.3 \pm 0.4 L_\odot$ from [Mendigutía et al. 2014], we get the following age & mass pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>$\Delta$mag</th>
<th>HD142527A</th>
<th>HD142527B</th>
<th>HD142527B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Jy]</td>
<td>[mJy]</td>
<td>[Abs. Mag.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{cont}$</td>
<td>7.5 $\pm$ 0.2$^{(1)}$</td>
<td>1.8 $\pm$ 0.2$^{(2)}$</td>
<td>1.8 $\pm$ 0.3</td>
<td>9.3 $\pm$ 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>4.63 $\pm$ 0.04</td>
<td>3.8 $\pm$ 0.1$^{(2)}$</td>
<td>53 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>5.13 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>4.5 $\pm$ 0.5</td>
<td>4.6 $\pm$ 0.1$^{(2)}$</td>
<td>74 $\pm$ 32</td>
<td>4.6 $\pm$ 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_S$</td>
<td>4.72 $\pm$ 0.04</td>
<td>5.6 $\pm$ 0.1$^{(2)}$</td>
<td>72 $\pm$ 3</td>
<td>4.1 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L'$</td>
<td>5.26 $\pm$ 0.08</td>
<td>7.4 $\pm$ 0.3$^{(2)}$</td>
<td>58 $\pm$ 5</td>
<td>3.4 $\pm$ 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M'$</td>
<td>5.79 $\pm$ 0.16</td>
<td>6.7 $\pm$ 0.3$^{(2)}$</td>
<td>32 $\pm$ 5</td>
<td>3.5 $\pm$ 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes. Absolute magnitudes are obtained assuming a distance of 140pc and dereddened from an $A_V = 0.6$ dust absorption.

3.2. Spectral energy distribution

We plot the SED for HD 142527A in Fig. [3]. We computed the SED from the fluxes reported by [Verhoef et al. 2011], as compiled in Table 2. Dust reddening was obtained from dust models...
The main objective was to determine the effective temperature on the stellar surface from the J-R color of the object. We fit the SED of HD142527B with a combination of stellar and dust emission and dust emission from the circumsecondary disk. The dust component modeled as a blackbody of temperature 1700 K, which is close to the sublimation limit of dust particles. We used the BT-SETTL models computed by Allard et al. (2012) to fit the stellar component of the SED. The parameters of this model are a temperature of 3000 K and a surface gravity of log(g) = 3.5.

We find that the dust component modeled as a 1700 K blackbody emission primarily fits the longer wavelengths in the SED, while the J and R band emission is emitted almost exclusively by the interstellar medium and by the circumstellar material. This is in rough agreement with the excess color estimated by Malfait et al. (1998) and Mendigutía et al. (2014) of $E(B-V) = 0.33$ and 0.25 mag, respectively.

We obtain the blue spectral curve presented in Fig. 3 by adjusting a synthetic model of stellar atmosphere to the HD142527A dereddened fluxes. We used a DUSTY model of temperature 6500 K and density log(g) = 4.0. The main objective was to determine the R band continuum emission of HD142527A. The result is within the error bar of using a temperature model of 6550 K and log(g) of 3.75 as derived by Mendigutía et al. (2014). The R band continuum flux is reported in Table 2.

4. Physical parameters of HD142527B

4.1. Spectral energy distribution

We fit the SED of HD142527B with a combination of stellar emission and dust emission from the circumsecondary disk. The dust emission is approximated by a blackbody of temperature 1700 K, which is close to the sublimation limit of dust particles. We used the BT-SETTL models computed by Allard et al. (2012) to fit the stellar component of the SED. The parameters of this model are a temperature of 3000 K and a surface gravity of log(g) = 3.5.

We find that the dust component modeled as a 1700 K blackbody emission primarily fits the longer wavelengths in the SED, while the J and R band emission is emitted almost exclusively (> 90%) from the circumstellar material. Thus, we can derive the temperature of the stellar surface from the J-R color of the object. The absolute magnitudes are reported in the right column of Table 2. These values are computed using a distance of 140 pc and dereddened using the algorithm determined by Cardelli et al. (1989). In the following study, we adopt a J band absolute magnitude of 5.23 ± 0.1 mag. The absolute magnitude includes an additional 0.1 mag, corresponding to ≈ 10%, to remove cir-

1 http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/france.allard/
cumstellar emission. Dust emission is assumed to be negligible in the $R$ band.

Hence, we obtain $(R - J)_{\text{HD142527B}} = 4.17 \pm 0.3$ mag, where the error is dominated by the $R$ band contrast ratio uncertainties. According to the catalog of stellar surface colors from Allard et al. (2012), we derive an effective temperature of $T_{\text{HD142527B}} = 3000 \pm 100$ K, assuming log$(g) = 3.5$.

4.2. Estimation of mass, age, and radius

The ratio between the radius of HD142527A and HD142527B can be estimated from the relative magnitude and effective temperatures of the stars. It is $R_{\text{HD142527A}}/R_{\text{HD142527B}} = 2.8 \pm 0.2$ if we assume an effective temperature of 6500 K for the primary and 3000 K for the secondary.

The mass, age, and absolute radius can be obtained from the absolute magnitudes, however, it requires prior knowledge of the evolution process of the star. Thus, we used the standard evolutionary model from Baraffe et al. (2015). This model does not assume any accretion during the evolution of the system. We plotted in Fig. 4 the isochrone and isomass of the star as a function of the temperature and $R$ and $J$ absolute magnitudes. According to these models, a suitable set of parameters, $M_\text{t}$ and $\Omega$, $0.8 \pm 0.15 R_\odot$ and an age of $1.0^{+0.9}_{-0.75}$ Myr. All errors are 1 sigma.

5. Orbital elements of HD142527B

5.1. Small arc analysis

Known separations and position angles of HD142527B with respect to HD142527A are presented in Table 3. This includes all SAM observations, plus two MagAO observations (Close et al. 2014, Rodigas et al. 2014) and one GPI polarimetric observation (Rodigas et al. 2014). We included the two MagAO observations in our analysis, but did not include the GPI polarimetric observation (obtained through direct imaging). This GPI observation is far off the other measurements, possibly because of scattered emissions that biased the determination of the barycenter.

This dataset covers two years of observations, but only a small arc of the orbit is observed, corresponding to 15 degrees in position angle. The first approximation is therefore to consider that our knowledge is limited to a position and a velocity vector, projected on the plane of the sky. Thus, the position and velocity orthogonal to the plane of the sky remain unknown and prevent us from fully characterizing this orbit. However, we can still place constraints on some of the orbital parameters. From our data listed in Table 3, we computed a vector position $(x, y) = (68.0 \pm 0.7, -47)$ mas and a vector speed $(\dot{x}, \dot{y}) = (2.0 \pm 0.9, 13.4 \pm 0.9)$ mas/yr. The position in right ascension is labeled $x$ and $y$ for the declination. The $y$ value was arbitrarily fixed to $-47$ mas to force the determination of the true anomaly at this declination (the choice of this fixed parameter does not affect the orbital elements). Finally, we defined $\mu$ as a scaled mass parameter that characterizes the acceleration at any given angular separation,

$$\mu = GM/d^3 = 4\pi^2 C \left( \frac{M}{M_\odot} \right) \left( \frac{d}{pc} \right)^{-3} \text{arcsec}^2/\text{year}^2,$$

(2)

where $G$ is the gravitational constant. We used $M = 2.2 M_\odot$ as the total mass of the binary system and $d = 140$ pc for the distance of the binary system. Hence, for the HD142527AB system $\mu = 3.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{arcsec}^2/\text{year}^2$.

The assumption that the companion is gravitationally bound to the main stellar object (eccentricity below or equal to 1) allows us to delimit a parameter space for the $z$ and $\dot{z}$ components. This $(z, \dot{z})$ parameter space is illustrated in Fig. 5 with dashed lines. The contours represent the six different parameters of the orbit. They correspond to the semimajor axis $a$ in mas, the eccentricity $e$, the inclination $i$ relative to the sky plane, the position angle of the ascending node, the argument of the periastron, and the true anomaly at which the companion reaches $y = -47$ mas. All elements are derived following the methodology described by Pearce et al. (2015).

Without any prior knowledge or probabilistic knowledge on $z$ and $\dot{z}$, Fig. 5 can be interpreted that any semimajor axis, eccentricity, or inclination within the dashed contours is possible. For example, the semimajor axis can go from 52 mas to infinity.

### Table 3. HD 142527 B orbital observations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument (SAM)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sep (mas)</th>
<th>PA (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>11 March 2012</td>
<td>89.7 ± 2.6</td>
<td>133.1 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACO (SAM)</td>
<td>17 March 2013</td>
<td>82.0 ± 2.1</td>
<td>126.3 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MagAO(1)</td>
<td>11 April 2013</td>
<td>86.3 ± 1.9</td>
<td>126.6 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MagAO(2)</td>
<td>14 July 2013</td>
<td>82.5 ± 1.1</td>
<td>123.8 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MagAO(3)</td>
<td>April 2014</td>
<td>79.7 ± 5.6</td>
<td>119.5 ± 8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPI (Direct)(2)</td>
<td>25 April 2014</td>
<td>88.2 ± 10.1</td>
<td>123.0 ± 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPI (NRM)</td>
<td>12 May 2014</td>
<td>77.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>116.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References. (1) Close et al. (2014); (2) Rodigas et al. (2014)
Fig. 7. MCMC simulation for the parameters of the orbit of HD142527B. We assumed $\mu = 3.2 \times 10^{-5}$ arcsec$^2$/year$^2$. All angles are in degrees. Ascending node is calculated for a range of values between -90 and 90 degrees. For comparison, the inner disk as simulated by Casassus et al. (2015a) as a position angle (PA) for the ascending node of -3 degrees, and an inclination with respect to the plane of the sky of 43 degrees (equivalent to 137 degrees following the convention that a clockwise system has an inclination between 90 and 180 degrees).

5.2. Full determination of the orbital parameters

We also investigate possible orbits using an MCMC analysis as an alternative to the small arc technique presented in the previous section. Such an alternative technique has already been used for small arc dataset (e.g., on Fomalhaut by Kalas et al. 2013). This method also has the advantage to better benefit from individual observational errors over multiple observations.

We used the MCMC python library emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We computed the walkers for the variables $(x, z, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z})$ and converted them to a probability distribution function for the orbital parameters. Any corresponding orbital element with an eccentricity above 1 was given a probability of zero. Within this boundary condition, the $z$ and $\dot{z}$ are given uniform prior distributions. The position angle of the ascending node was forced to lie between -90 and 90 degrees. The relation between $(x, y, z, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z})$ and the orbital parameters are given in Appendix B of Pearce et al. (2015).

The results from the MCMC simulation are presented in Fig. 7. Unfortunately, the small range of position angles covered by our dataset does not strongly constrain the orbital elements. Within 1 sigma probability (68% of the results), they are the following: a semimajor axis $a = 140^{+120}_{-70}$ mas, an eccentricity $e = 0.5 \pm 0.2$, an inclination of $i = 125 \pm 15$ degrees, and an angular position of the right ascending node of $-5 \pm 40$ degrees.

6. Discussion

6.1. Summary

Biller et al. (2012) observed a NIR excess around HD142527B. Without a proper estimation of the level of NIR emission from the circumsecondary disk, it was difficult to be conclusive about the mass. In this work, we extended our observational baseline to the $M$ band, but more importantly to the $J$ band. We were able to model the NIR emission and conclude that the $J$ band
was mostly unaffected by the circumsecondary emission (to the 10% level).

If we assume that the NIR emission is caused by a circum-
secondary environment, we can focus on the shorter wavelength
observations (R and J band observations) to determine the pa-
rameters of the star. The result is that HD142527B is a fairly
standard young low-mass star that matches standard evolution
mechanisms. However, at least according to the Bara"
fe et al. (2015) models, this last statement is only valid if we assume an
age of $1.0^{\pm 0.75}$ Myr.

6.2. Age of the system

If we increase the age of the system to 5 Myr (according to
Mendiguita et al. 2014), then the colors of the companion start to
disagree with its absolute magnitudes. To reconcile a more ad-
vanced age with our observations, we would have to increase the
apparent magnitude (make the star fainter). For the magnitudes
to agree in the HR diagrams of Fig. 4 with an age of 5
Myr, we would have to add 1.0 and 1.5 mag to the R and J band mag-
nitudes, respectively. That would put the target at 70 pc, which is
not compatible with the distance estimated in Section 5.1. Dust
absorption would only decrease the absolute magnitude, giving
an opposite effect.

Although previous episodes of intense accretion can change
the structure and thus the position of a young object in a
magnitude-temperature diagram, it seems difficult to invoke ac-
retion effects to get an age of 5 Myr, instead of 1 Myr, for the
observed luminosity of the low-mass companion. As discussed
in Baraffe et al. (2009, 2012), cold accretion would have the op-
posite effect. The only, very unlikely possibility, would be for the
low-mass star to have had a previous episode of intense hot
accretion that would increase its luminosity and radius. The ob-
ject would thus look younger than its nonaccreting counterpart.
This accretion episode, however, should be recent. Otherwise,
the object would have time to contract back to a size compatible
with the models.

The age estimations of HD142527 A&B rely on evolutionary
models that have their own intrinsic source of errors. It has been
shown that these uncertainties can be well above a few million
years (Soderblom et al. 2014). Especially, it has been shown that
the ages of intermediate-mass stars tend to disagree with the ages
of the T Tauri stars in same clusters (Hartmann 2003).

This system thus seems to confirm the existence of a dis-
agreement between ages derived from low-mass star models and
those from intermediate-mass star models. Since the source of
uncertainties in the physics and modeling of these two families
of objects is different, more efforts and more of those systems
are needed to determine whether the remaining uncertainties are
inherent to the former or the latter models (or to both)

6.3. Interaction with the circumprimary and circumbinary
disks

The orbital elements of the binary system are not in agreement
with the orientation and inclination of the outer disk, but they are
in agreement with the parameters of the inner disk derived by
Marino et al. (2015) and Casassus et al. (2015a): an inclination
of 140 degrees with respect to the sky plane (70 degrees with
respect to the outer disk) and a PA of the ascending node at -3
degrees. It is therefore likely that the kinematics of the inner disk
are linked to the kinematics of HD142527B.

The remaining question concerns the gap. Is the inner edge of
the outer disk truncated by the companion? If there are orbital
solutions that place the companion in the outer disk plane with
its apocenter located close to the inner edge of the disk, then
the companion may have an ongoing role in sculpting the disk.
Figure 8 shows the apocenter distance of the companion versus its
inclination to the outer disk plane for all possible orbital solu-
tions. We assumed the outer disk is circular with an inner edge at
90 AU, an inclination of 28 degrees to the sky, and a major axis
position angle of 160 degrees (Verhoeff et al. 2011, Perez et al.)
Furthermore, if we assume that the companion lies in the plane, its inclination to the outer disk plane must be greater than \( \sim 30^\circ \). However, if we assume that the companion lies in the plane of the inner disk (as suggested above) then its apocenter is only around 15 AU, and it is misaligned to the outer disk by \( \sim 70^\circ \). Hence the companion cannot simultaneously lie in the outer disk plane and have an apocenter comparable to the inner edge of the outer disk, so it is unlikely that the companion is responsible for truncating the outer disk.
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